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BULLSEYE! 

ACCURATE BIBLE KNOWLEDGE! 

“HOW THE KING JAMES BIBLE BECAME CASTRATED AND IRRADIATED” 
aka 

“THE WHOPPING LIE OF FOUR BIBLE REVISIONS” 

(Part 3 of 3) 

THE FOLLOWING IS THOMAS NELSON’S JUSTIFICATION FOR A NEW 

TRANSLATION CALLED THE NEW KING JAMES VERSION (NKJV) 

In their preface they state: 

“For nearly four hundred years, and throughout several revisions of its English form, 

the King James Bible has been deeply revered among the English-speaking peoples 
of the world.”  

Continuing with their flowery language, they strongly imply that their NKJV is only a 

continuation of the revisions that have been going on for the past 375 years, that is 

from 1611 through to 1986, with the production of their NKJV. This declaration is 

totally misleading and could not be more false.  

This is a bald-faced lie. If as they claim, their NKJV is simply a continuation of the 

‘revisions’, updating IN THE SAME VEIN as the earlier editions, that have been 
going on for the past 375 years why then would we have the following mindboggling 

statistic of another 59,600 corrections?  

Answer: They were NOT done in the same vein! 

The NKJV is not the 5th revision - it is simply the 1st revision of the 1611 bible.  

As pointed out, the 1611 Bible was not revised in 1629, 1638, 1762 and 1769 but 

only corrected with four editions. However, Thomas Nelson, the publishers of the 

New King James Version have called them revisions to justify their printing of 
the NKJV. With ‘the pea under the cup routine’ they have re-named the four 

editions as revisions. They have done this deliberately to justify their castration of 

the King James text.  

The following table shows –  

1. The 4 editions had 400 corrections  
2. The NKJV, has 59,600 major doctrinal and word deletions, additions and 

substitutions 
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The so called 4 editions 

1629, 1638, 1762, 1769 

Over 375 years 

(1611 – 1986) 

  

  

  

Only 400 changes in 375 years 

  

The New King James Version 

It is falsely called the 5th revision.  

It is only the 1st Revision 

  

  

59,600 additional changes 

This is an entirely new translation  

  

If there were only 400 text variations in the first four editions, how can Thomas Nelson 

say they have found another 59,600 after 375 years.  

WHAT CRITERIA DID THOMAS NELSON USE TO JUSTIFY ANOTHER 59,600 

MAJOR TEXT CHANGES?  

This obviously was not done “in the same vein” as the four earlier editions of 
1629, 1638, 1762 and 1769. 

Dear Reader, Are you with me? Do you know what I am getting at? Yes, it wasn’t in 

the same vein at all – Thomas Nelson set out to deliberately corrupt the King James 

Text to satisfy their master … Rome.  

And Rupert Murdoch, owner of Harper Collins Publishers, which owns Thomas Nelson, 
is one of Rome’s favourite sons, and gives his approval to this different vein. 

  

IT WAS AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT VEIN! 

THEY PRODUCED AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT TRANSLATION! 

  

HOW DO YOU GET AN EXTRA 59,600 MAJOR TEXT CHANGES IN THE NKJV? 

Let’s take the Book of Ecclesiastes as an example of this. The work was done by a 
Dr Scrivener, who by the way, was not a King James supporter and therefore his work 

is unbiased.  

The following table clearly shows how the destruction of the King James Text 

resulted in a completely new translation called the New King James. 
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THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES  

These are not corrections –  

these are harmful word and doctrine substitutions 

  

  The King James Bible The New King James Version 

  

1:13 sore travail grievous task  

  

1:14 vexation of spirit 

  

grasping for the wind 

1:16 my heart had great experience of 

wisdom 

  

My heart has understood great 

wisdom 

  

In Ecclesiastes chapter one, there are 50 changes like the above three. This 

equates to about 600 in the Book of Ecclesiastes and approximately 59,600 in 

the entire Bible. 

  

2:3 to give myself unto 

  

to gratify my flesh 

2:3 acquainting  

  

guiding  

2:21 equity  

  

skill 

3:10 the travail, which God hath given 

  

the God-given task 

3:11 the world 

  

eternity 

3:18 that God might manifest them  

  

God tests them  

3:18 they themselves are beasts  they themselves are like beasts 
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3:22 portion  

  

heritage 

4:4 right work 

  

skillful work 

5:1 keep thy foot 

  

Walk prudently  

5:6 the angel  

  

the messenger of God  

5:6 thy voice 

  

your excuse  

5:8  he that is higher than the highest 

  

high official 

5:20 God answereth him  

  

God keeps him busy 

6:3 untimely birth 

  

stillborn child  

7:29 inventions  

  

schemes 

8:1 boldness 

  

sterness 

8:10 the place of the holy  

  

the place of holiness 

10:1 Dead flies cause the ointment of 

the apothecary to send forth a 

stinking savour  

  

Dead flies putrefy the perfumer’s 

ointment 

10:10 If the iron be blunt 

  

If the ax is dull 

10:10 wisdom is profitable to direct 

  

wisdom brings success 
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12:9 gave good heed 

  

pondered 

12:11 the masters of assemblies  

  

scholars 

NOTICE WHAT HAS BEEN DONE: 

1. Equity, which is a trait of godliness, becomes a mere skill (Ecc 2:21) 

2. The world becomes eternity (Ecc 3:11). What! 
3. Man without God no longer is a beast, but just like a beast (Ecc 3:18). You can 

see how this leads to God loving the unsaved man, the sinner, as he’s not real bad, 

but hates the sin! 

4. The deity of God in ‘he that is ‘higher than the highest’ has been taken out 

and replaced by a ‘higher official’. Outrageous! (Ecc 5:8) 

5. Wisdom is profitable for direction, it is not designed for success (Ecc 10:10). 
Ouch! says ‘Health and Wealth’ crowd. 

6. Does God answer a man or does he just keep him busy? (Ecc 5:20). 

Unbelieveable! 

7. The NJKV names the masters of assemblies as scholars (Ecc 12:11).  

Now of course scholars would like to think they are now the leaders and masters, but 

this is not what the verse says and shifts the spiritual direction of churches and 

assemblies from those who are qualified by God to those who are simply scholars.  

As there have not been any revisions of the 1611 King James Text, it is a blatant lie 

that the New King James Translation continues in the same vein. The New King 
James Version is not a continuation of what has gone on before.  

  

A CRIMINAL MUST TELL SOMEONE ABOUT HIS CRIME 

Here we have the confession by the NKJV Translation Committee headed by the 

tongues speaking Jerry Falwell. Satan just can’t help himself.  

If you think that the NKJV has just innocently updated the difficult words and 

removed the ‘thee’s and the thou’s’ – here’s what the NKJV translators PROUDLY 

admit:  

“IT IS CLEAR THAT THIS VERSION REQUIRED MORE THAN THE DROPPING 

OFF OF THE “-ETH” ENDINGS AND REMOVING THE “THEE’S AND THE THOU’S” AND 

UPDATING OBSOLETE WORDS.” (New King James Version, 1982e.). 

Dear Reader, see that – it required doctrinal change as well! OH YES, 59,600 

CORRUPT TEXT CHANGES. They just had to brag about putting the vacuum 
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cleaner through the 1611 text. They couldn’t help themselves! A criminal just has to 

tell someone how clever they have been. And this has been revealed and exposed 
front and centre.  

THE FACTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. The preface to the NKJV states that the “thee’s, thou’s and ye’s” are replaced by 

the simple “you” as these pronouns are no longer part of the English language.  

However the “thee’s, thou’s and ye’s” weren’t part of the English language of 1611! 

If you read the introduction to the 1611 King James Bible, there are no 

“thee’s”, “thou’s” or “ye’s” used by the translators. 

2. The ‘thee’s’ and the ‘thou’s’ were taken out from the English language 400 

years before the King James was printed – therefore the ‘thee’s’ and ‘thou’s’ were 

DELIBERATELY put back into the King James Bible to give 100% legal accuracy of 

meaning.  

3. The Webster’s Third New International Dictionary says of the word “ye”: “used 
from the earliest times to the late 13th century…” (p.26-48). But the King 

James Bible was published 400 years later in the 17th century.  

The ‘thee’s’, ‘thou’s’ and ‘ye’s’ were deliberately brought back after 400 years to 

give accuracy to the text. 

  

THE KING JAMES BIBLE IS GOD’S PERFECT, INFALLIBLE, INERRANT, FINAL 

AND INSPIRED AUTHORITY FOR MAN. 

  

IT CAN STAND UP TO THE MOST RIGOROUS, LEGAL AND GRAMMATICAL 

EXAMINATION. 

  

GOD HAS DELIBERATELY DESTROYED “THE ORIGINALS”  

This pile of “originals” is, has been and always will be … unseen, unread, 

unknown and unobtainable manuscripts that have never been found, such that 

nobody can argue, debate or fight over the exact wording of his final written 

authority of The King James Bible.  

THERE ARE NO PRIVATE INTERPRETATIONS WITH THE KING JAMES BIBLE. 

“Knowing this first, that no prophecy of the scripture is of any private 

interpretation.” (2 Peter 1:20)   

HOW DO WE KNOW ALL THIS 

This may come as a surprise to a lot of people but we have God’s promise that he 

would preserve his purified words.  
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“The words of the LORD are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of earth, 

purified seven times. Thou shalt keep them, O LORD, thou shalt preserve them 

from this generation for ever.” (Psalm 12:6-7) 

Mmmm! How about that! Pure words that have been preserved. You have to ask 
yourself the following questions “Why would God produce his perfect, infallible and 

inspired written words if he couldn’t preserve them? It wouldn’t make any 

sense? Is God weak? Did God fall asleep? Could man overthrow his plans?  

IS THERE ANYTHING TOO HARD FOR GOD? 

We are reminded in the scriptures 

“Ah Lord GOD! behold, thou hast made the heaven and the earth by thy great 

power and stretched out arm, and there is nothing too hard for thee:” (Jeremiah 

32:17) 

“And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, the LORD appeared to Abram, 
and said unto him, I am the Almighty God; walk before me, and be thou perfect.” 

(Genesis 17:1) 

Ah yes! Here was a man, who was past having children, and had all the moisture in 

him of a brittle dead twig laying on the ground for decades in the hot desert sun; 

and his wife, who had a dead womb that was as crispy dry as a packet of potato 
chips, and God says to him “Abraham you are about to have a child!”  

Dear Reader, how about that for impossibility?  

How about out of nothing, God created creation … the universe.  

CONCLUSION: 

Name: Thomas Nelson aka Harper Collins aka Rupert Murdoch 
Address: Rome 

Country: Italy 

Problem: The King James Bible had dreadful errors 

Solution: The perfect New King James Version 

There were 400 insignificant spelling, typo’s and text changes that were needed 
in the King James Bible, but they didn’t change the doctrine in any way, shape or 

form, unlike the 59,600 major word and doctrinal errors found in  

The New King James 

Aka 

The Thomas Nelson Bible 

aka 

The Rupert Murdoch Bible 

aka 

The Vatican Bible for Willingly Ignorant Christians 
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**** **** 

“WHERE WAS THE BIBLE BEFORE 1611?” (Part 1 of 2) 

 

Harley Hitchcock 

Wednesday 20th October 2021 

“CONTACT US”    

 

Australian Bible Ministries, PO Box 5058 Mt. Gravatt East 4122 Qld, Australia 
www.AustralianBibleMinistries.com 
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